Background: Exome sequencing (ES) has been successfully applied in clinical detection of single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small indels. However, identification of copy number variants (CNVs) using ES data remains challenging. The purpose of this study is to understand the contribution of CNVs and copy neutral runs of homozygosity (ROH) in molecular diagnosis of patients referred for ES. Methods: In a cohort of 11,020 consecutive ES patients, an Illumina SNP array analysis interrogating mostly coding SNPs was performed as a quality control (QC) measurement and for CNV/ROH detection. Among these patients, clinical chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA) was performed at Baylor Genetics (BG) on 3229 patients, either before, concurrently, or after ES. We retrospectively analyzed the findings from CMA and the QC array.
Background
Copy number variants (CNVs), ranging in size from 50 to 100 bp to several megabases, are the direct cause of genomic disorders and are also an underlying contributing genetic factor in both dominant or recessive human diseases, as well as complex traits [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Chromosomal microarray analysis (CMA) by either array comparative genomic hybridization or SNP arrays is the first-tier clinical testing for genome-wide detection of CNVs in pediatric patients with neurodevelopmental problems such as developmental/intellectual disabilities (DD/ID) and multiple congenital anomalies [6] . The resolution of CMA has increased during the last decade, enabling detection of CNVs from a few hundred kilobases to intragenic changes involving one or a few exons for known or candidate disease genes [7] [8] [9] [10] . A meta-analysis in 2010 reported 15-20% diagnostic yield by CMA [6] . More recent studies suggest that the detection rate for pathogenic CNVs is~10% for clinical CMA with CNV interpretation based on the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) criteria [11] . Abnormal findings were reported in 14% of patients in a study using an Agilent SNP array with exon-targeted coverage for > 1860 genes [10] . In another study using an ultrahigh-resolution microarray in 5487 patients, overall CNV diagnostic yield was as high as 29.4%, but 9.2% were pathogenic findings whereas 20.2% were variants of unknown significance; the most frequent pathogenic CNV is the 15q11.2 BP1-BP2 deletion detected in 31 patients [12] . However, the association of the 15q11.2 deletion with neurodevelopmental clinical phenotypes is weak and of low penetrance; the clinical significance of this deletion is still being debated [13] . The pathogenic CNV detection rate of this study would drop to 8.6% if this deletion is classified as being of unknown significance.
Exome sequencing (ES), detecting single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small indels (< 50-100 bp) in coding regions of the genome, has been increasingly applied for molecular diagnosis in clinical settings [14] . When used in a primarily pediatric patient cohort, ES yields a molecular diagnostic rate of approximately 25% [15, 16] . The diagnostic rate increases to 36.7% in trio analysis for a range of medical conditions presenting in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) [17] . Detection of homozygous and hemizygous single exon intragenic CNVs from ES can be readily achieved by algorithms such as HMZDelFinder [18] . Large genomic intervals with the absence of heterozygosity (AOH), potentially representing runs of homozygosity (ROH) regions and evidence for identity-by-descent (IBD), can also be detected through non-phased ES data by algorithms such as BafCalculator for potential uniparental disomy (UPD) or as regions of potential IBD when parental consanguinity and/or population substructure is present [19, 20] . However, the detection of heterozygous CNVs from ES data remains challenging; the exome capture procedure in ES can produce biases in the extent of capture of some individual exons, particularly GC-rich first exons, and result in an uneven distribution of reads in exonic regions [21] . Moreover, false negative and false positive rates vary greatly depending on the CNV detection algorithms employed [22] [23] [24] [25] . Currently, microarray analysis remains the gold standard for the clinical detection of rare PCNVs.
Given the technical challenges to detect clinically relevant rare CNVs by ES, concurrent CMA and ES testing or sequential testing has been successfully applied to detect both SNVs and CNVs, enabling more precise molecular diagnosis for dominant as well as recessive disease traits [16, 26] . Many patients referred for ES have prior CMA studies, but CMA is either negative or CMA findings do not fully explain the clinically observed features. However, in a large portion of ES patients, the role of CNVs remains unknown, particularly for those < 50 kb in size. A large clinical cohort study is necessary to estimate the contribution of CNVs to the molecular diagnoses in patients referred for ES.
Here, we explored the contribution of copy number analysis in molecular diagnosis of ES patients through retrospective analysis of CNV/ROH identified by an Illumina SNP on 11,020 ES patients and by CMA on 3229 ES patients.
Methods

Clinical samples
This retrospective query included a total of 11,020 consecutive patients, including affected siblings but not including parents, studied by ES as a clinical service at Baylor Genetics (BG) from October 2011 to November 2017, 3229 of whom had CMA performed at BG. This analysis of aggregate clinical genomics data was approved by the Baylor College of Medicine Institutional Review Board (protocol H-37568).
Exome sequencing
ES, previously referred to as whole-exome sequencing (WES) [27] , was performed at BG for families by proband only or trio-ES (proband + biological parents confirmed by identity testing). The majority of subjects were pediatric patients with primarily neurological phenotypes or congenital anomalies. Prenatal ES cases were excluded from this study. This test targets approximately 20,000 genes to a mean coverage of greater than 130× with 95% of targeted regions covered at > 20×. Rare variants were filtered and annotated as described [15, 16] . In addition, homozygous and hemizygous deletions were detected from ES data using normalization of exome read depth as previously described [28, 29] . However, un-phased ES data were not applied for AOH/ROH detection in this cohort.
Detection of copy number variations using the quality control (QC) arrays
An Illumina SNP array was run concurrently with a split DNA sample for each ES case as a QC measurement. Sample identity was confirmed when SNP array variant calls were concordant with ES variant data by next-generation sequencing. The first approximately 250 cases were run on Human1M-Duo array. HumanExome-12 array was used between 2012 and 2016, and the SNP array was switched to Infinium CoreExome-24 in May 2016. The HumanExome-12 array contains > 240k SNP markers in exonic regions (i.e., coding SNPs or cSNPs). Additional 307k SNPs from the Infinium Core-24 BeadChip were present in the CoreExome-24 array which contains~268k exonic markers and~152k intronic markers.
The QC array enables robust detection of ROH > 5 Mb throughout the genome and provides more precise intervals of ROH than does CMA using Agilent SNP array (Additional file 1: Figure S1 ). In addition, approximately 70% of PCNVs detectable by a clinical array were detected by the QC array (Additional file 2, Additional file 3); therefore, the QC array data were also analyzed for CNVs and ROH using cnvPartition 3.1.6 in Illumina GenomeStudio software to provide additional molecular diagnoses. CNVs were interpreted based on the ACMG guidelines [11] , and only pathogenic or likely pathogenic CNVs and potential UPD-associated ROH, i.e., PCNVs/UPD, were included in clinical reports. Because the QC array was not designed for clinical detection of copy number changes, confirmatory testing using a clinical copy number assay was recommended. Comparing the results of confirmatory studies performed at BG indicated that all the reported findings from the QC array were confirmed by CMA.
Chromosomal microarray analysis
A subset of ES samples also had CMA testing that was performed at BG as a clinical copy number test and conducted as described before [7, 10] . For the vast majority of cases, CMA was performed using an Agilent custom oligo array V6 to V11, while 19 cases had a BAC array and 47 cases had Illumina 1 M SNP array or Affymetrix Cytoscan analyses. CMA in about two thirds of cases was performed using custom-designed Agilent microarrays (v9, v10, or v11 arrays) with exonic coverage of > 4200 targeted disease or disease-candidate genes and "backbone" genome-wide coverage of one interrogating oligonucleotide/30 kb [8, 30] . These microarrays also contain 60k SNP probes which enable screening of > 10 Mb ROH.
CNVs were classified as pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variants of unknown clinical significance, likely benign, and benign based on the ACMG guidelines [11] . Pathogenic and likely pathogenic CNVs (PCNVs) include CNVs associated with well-established syndromes, de novo variants, and large microscopic changes. CNVs with evidence from either public or internal databases to support that the CNVs likely represent normal population variants were not considered as PCNVs even if they were de novo. In this study, the following changes were not classified as PCNVs due to insufficient evidence: TMLHE deletion, 15q11.2 BP1-BP2 deletion, heterozygous CNVs within the CNTNAP2, A2BP1, or CNTN4 gene, a small duplication involving one end of CHRNA7, and STS duplication.
Human phenotype ontology (HPO) term analysis
A subset of the ES cases with CMA performed at BG (N = 2876) was each annotated with HPO terms obtained from the clinical notes. Lower level HPO terms were mapped to the corresponding highest branch HPO term in the ontology under "Phenotypic abnormality" (HP:0000118), each of which covers clinical features associated with a distinct organ system. Logistic regression analysis of the cases with or without PCNV/UPD was performed to identify the variables (the number of unique top-level terms, age, and sex) that influence the PCNV/UPD detection rate. All statistical tests were performed in the R computing environment.
Results
CNV/ROH findings from the QC array in 11,020 ES cases Concurrent QC array analysis was performed on all of the 11,020 consecutive clinical ES cases included in this study. PCNVs/UPD (N = 357) were identified in 336 (3%) patients by the QC array (Fig. 1a) . PCNVs (N = 347) were detected in 327 patients, including 40 aneuploidies, 203 deletions, and 104 gains, while UPD disorders, i.e., copy number neutral ROH confined to a single chromosome or genome-wide UPD, were detected in 10 patients [chromosomes 7 (2×), 14 (2×), 15 (4×), and genome-wide UPD (2×)]. Both PCNV and UPD were detected in one patient. The ES reads for rare variants in the 2 patients with genome-wide UPD and their parents were consistent with mosaic paternal UPD. The findings of 190 PCNVs and 6 UPD in approximately half (N=183, 54.5%) of the cases with PCNV/UPD findings, were new and not known prior to ES (Fig. 1b) . Thus, PCNV/UPD findings from the QC array contributed to additional diagnoses in 183/11,020 (1.7%) of the ES patients studied. The 159 PCNVs and 4 UPD in the remaining 153 case (45.5%) had been detected by clinical copy number testing prior to ES. For these patients, the reason for ES testing was often to further investigate a potential molecular explanation for the etiology of additional phenotypes not fully explained by the PCNV/ UPD alone. The homozygous/hemizygous deletions ranged from only 113 bp to 1.6 Mb in size. There were 40 aneuploidy findings including monosomy X (N = 9, mosaicism in 5), trisomy 21 (N = 6), XYY (N = 8, mosaicism in 2), XXY (N = 7), XXX (N = 3), and XXYY (N = 1). In addition, acquired aneuploidy in somatic cells was revealed in 4 cancer patients including trisomy 8 in 2 patients, mosaic monosomy 7 in 1 patient, and trisomies 8, 9, and X in a female patient. Multiple PCNVs or UPD were present in 19 patients; 14 of whom had unbalanced rearrangements, 2 had aneuploidy in addition to pathogenic gains, 1 (WD8) had both UPD15 and a de novo gain in 10q, and 2 cancer patients had multiple somatic PCNVs.
The QC array detected isodisomy in 20 patients, 3 of whom were associated with UPD disorders while in the remaining 17 patients the involved chromosomes were not associated with imprinting disorders. These isodisomy findings included UPD2 (8×), UPD1 (4×), and UPD of chromosome 3, 4, 8, 9, or 22 (1× each). Eight causative homozygous pathogenic SNVs within the isodisomic chromosome, i.e., biallelic variation for a recessive disease trait when only one parent had a carrier allele, were identified by ES in 7 of the 20 isodisomic chromosomes. Notably, detection of mosaic maternal UPD1 facilitated interpretation of the finding of a mosaic pathogenic variant in the ZMPSTE24 gene located in chromosome 1 in a patient [31] . 
Detection of CNV/ROH by clinical CMA
A subset (N = 3229) of 11,020 ES cases also had clinical CMA, among whom 197 PCNVs and isodisomy 7 were detected in 184 patients (Fig. 1c) . The PCNVs included 22 aneuploidies, 65 gains, and 110 losses (6 homozygous/4 hemizygous). The losses ranged from 268 bp to 96 Mb in size (median 1.2 Mb), while the gains ranged from 596 bp to 106 Mb in size (median 3.2 Mb). Mosaicism was observed in 13 patients including 7 patients with aneuploidy, 5 patients with a gain, and 1 patient with a loss. Fourteen patients had two PCNVs each. In addition, copy number changes of unknown clinical significance were also identified, but these findings are not presented here.
For the patients without PCNVs/UPD by CMA, the QC array detected PCNVs/UPD in 8 patients including 7 patients with PCNVs and 1 patient with UPD15 ( Fig. 1d , Table 1 ). Combination of the results from both CMA and the QC array showed that PCNVs/UPD were detected in 192 patients, 189 of whom are unrelated. The PCNV/UPD detection rate in the ES cases with CMA was 5.9% (189/3226) ( Table 1) . Diagnostic SNVs (not including homozygous/hemizygous deletion) by ES were identified in 919 unrelated patients (not including 9 affected siblings), giving a 28.5% (919/3220) diagnostic rate. The PCNVs/UPD detected by either CMA or the QC array are 22 aneuploidies, 2 UPD, and 179 PCNVs including 66 gains and 113 losses. Twenty-nine losses and 1 gain were smaller than 50 kb, which counts for 16.8% (30/179) of the detected PCNVs. Among the 1089 patients with molecular diagnoses, 23 unrelated patients had diagnoses consisting of both SNVs and CNVs including 19 patients with multiple diagnoses and 4 patients with compound heterozygous PCNVs and SNVs.
For the remaining 7791 cases without CMA, PCNVs/ UPD were detected by the QC array in 181 cases, of whom 179 are unrelated. For all the ES cases with or without CMA performed at BG, 367 patients had PCNVs/UPD from either CMA or the QC array and PCNVs/UPD contributed to the diagnoses in 10.6% (367/3475) of patients with a molecular diagnosis ( Table 1) .
The most frequent PCNVs detected in this ES cohort are shown in Fig. 2 . The PCNVs observed in 10 or more patients are 22q11.21 duplication in the DiGeorge syndrome (DGS) region, 16p13.11 deletion and duplication, 16p12.2 deletion, and 16p11.2 deletion associated with autism. All of these CNVs have been associated with clinical variability and/or reduced penetrance. PCNVs from ES that are associated with unique syndromic features, such as DGS deletion, were underrepresented compared with the common findings in CMA. The frequency of the DGS deletion (N = 8), Williams-Beuren syndrome (WBS) deletion (N = 5), and 47,XXY (N = 7) in the ES patients with PCNVs is 5.3% (20/374), which is much lower than the reported frequency of 11.3% (57/ 506) in patients referred only for CMA [12] . Some of these abnormalities (5 DGS, 1 WBS, 5 XXY) were detected by CMA outside or at BG before ES while 6 of these abnormalities (2 DGS, 3 WBS, 1 XXY) were detected by concurrent CMA and ES.
PCNV/UPD detection rate is higher when ES and CMA were performed concurrently To better understand the contribution of CNVs to molecular diagnosis of ES, we divided the 3229 ES cases with CMA into three categories according to the timing of CMA testing. About 60% (1977/3229) of patients had CMA performed before ES ( Table 2 ). The majority of Only 6% (207/3229) of patients had CMA testing after ES results were obtained, of whom 23 patients had PCNVs. All of the PCNVs were previously detected by the QC array and/or ES read depth data, and CMA was applied as a confirmatory testing, except for a small < 4 kb deletion in SLC7A7 [32] .
While the diagnostic rate by SNVs for the 3229 ES cases with CMA was 28.5%, the detection rates were quite different among these categories (Table 2) . ES cases with prior CMA had the highest molecular detection rate of 32.6%, while the lowest rate of 12.1% was seen for the cases with CMA done after ES. Concurrent ES/CMA had a SNV diagnostic rate of 24.1%, between the other two categories.
Comparison of the CNV/ROH findings from CMA and the QC array
Of the 336 patients with findings from the QC array, CMA was not done for the 182 cases while the other 154 had CMA performed at BG (Fig. 1d) . The findings from the QC array were also observed by CMA in 146 cases. Only 7 patients had a CNV by the QC array which was not detected by CMA. Among these patients, 2 had exonic single gene deletions that were not detectable in array v8.1.1 that does not have exonic coverage for the genes involved, 3 had deletions that were missed by early version BAC arrays, 1 had a somatic 39 Mb gain detected on a blood sample in a leukemia patient while CMA performed on tissues was negative, and 1 had a 51 Mb gain in an affected tissue detected by the QC array while CMA on a blood sample was negative. Of the 10 patients with findings related to UPD disorders by the QC array, 2 had CMA performed using an Agilent array with SNP probes. One patient (WU1) had isodisomy 7 detected by both QC array and CMA. The other patient (WU5) had an~35 Mb ROH detected by the QC array and UPD15 was confirmed by subsequent methylation study. The large ROH was also observed in the reanalysis of the CMA data. For isodisomies in non-imprinting chromosomes that were detected by the QC array, only 2 cases had CMA with SNP probes and in both cases isodisomy 2 was also detected.
The PCNVs detected by CMA were also observed by the QC array for the majority of cases (79%, 145/183) but not in all 183 cases because of the lower resolution of the QC array (Fig. 1d) . The PCNVs that were detected by CMA but not by the QC array were seen in 38 patients, including 14 gains and 25 losses; the gains were smaller than 750 kb, and the losses were smaller than 76 kb except for four gains of 1 to 3 Mb and one loss of 1.5 Mb.
Dual molecular diagnoses consisting of both CNV and SNV
Multiple molecular diagnoses of differing variant types derived from ES and the QC array data were detected in 38 patients (Table 3) . In 36 patients, the PCNV detected by the QC array and the SNV detected by ES were in different genomic regions. In 2 patients (WD6 and WD14), SNVs were located within the regions of the PCNVs. These 2 patients had point mutations in SUMF1 and NDE1, within large deletions in 3p26.3p26.1 and 16p13.11, respectively. The SNVs were apparently homozygous in the sequencing data, but in conjunction with the PCNV findings, the SNVs were precisely interpreted as compound hemizygous changes.
Two of these patients had three molecular diagnoses (Table 3) ; patient WD8 had UPD15 in addition to the pathogenic CNV and SNV in different loci, while patient WD15 had a 16p13.11 gain, a heterozygous pathogenic variant in KMT2A and a homozygous pathogenic variant in FDXR. In 16 patients, recurrent aberrations known to be associated with incomplete penetrance were identified including 1q21 deletion in 3 patients (2 were twins), 16p13.11 deletion in 3 patients and duplication in 3 patients, 16p11.2 deletion associated with autism in 2 patients and gain in 1 patient, and 2q21.1 deletion, 16p12.2 deletion, 17q11.2 gain, 22q11.21 gain, each in 1 patient. PCNVs in 23 patients were known prior to ES, 8 of which are known to be associated with incomplete penetrance.
Pathogenic SNVs were detected in 2 cancer patients, 1 with 1q gain/7q loss, and the other with trisomy 8. Since these CNV changes are interpreted as somatic changes, these 2 were not included in the list of dual diagnoses.
CNV detection led to the diagnoses of recessive disorders
Compound heterozygous CNV and SNV affecting single disease genes were detected in 4 patients. Two of them had a SNV outside the CNV regions, while the other 2 had a SNV which is inside the deleted region. These (Fig. 3) . Parental studies were not performed, and therefore, the phase of these changes was unknown. Patient WC27 had severe combined immunodeficiency, a pathogenic variant in one allele of the ADA gene that was detected by ES, and a gain of 596 bp including exon 2 of ADA in the other allele that was detected by CMA [33] . The other 2 patients with a SNV inside the deleted region have been described before [32, 34, 35 ]. An apparently homozygous pathogenic SNV in the disease genes SLC7A7 or CRIPT was detected in the probands by ES; however, only one parent had the heterozygous variant and the other parent was negative. Subsequent CMA or targeted analysis of the previous CMA data detected the suspected deletion encompassing the SNV. In addition to compound heterozygous CNV and SNV, homozygous deletions in autosomes were detected in 17 patients (Table 4 ). The recurrent homozygous 15q15.3 STRC gene deletion was detected in 3 patients referred for hearing loss, and a homozygous 16p13.3 HBA1/HBA2 deletion was detected in 2 additional patients. Interestingly, the QC array detected a homozygous 2.2 kb deletion affecting exon 6 of the WWOX gene, which is flanked by heterozygous deletions in patient WH12. The QC array also showed that each of the parents carried a different but overlapping heterozygous deletion. Therefore, the patient actually had compound heterozygous deletions in WWOX (Additional file 1: Figure S2 ), a situation similar to that observed in the ATAD3A disease gene discovery [28] .
UPD disorders in ES cases
UPD disorders were detected in 10 patients through detection of large ROH by the QC array ( Table 5 ). The ROH findings included two UPD7 (entire chromosome), two UPD14 (39 Mb, N = 1; 33 Mb, N = 1), four UPD15 (35 Mb, N = 1; 32 Mb and 6 Mb, N = 1; entire chromosome, N = 1; 17 Mb, N = 1), and two mosaic genomewide paternal UPD. Three patients had isodisomy, while the other patients had heterodisomy with segmental isodisomy. The origin of the UPD chromosomes was determined by the inheritance of rare variants detected by ES or by additional methylation studies. The two isodisomy 7, one maternal UPD15 and one genomewide UPD, were known prior to ES.
Association of PCNV/UPD detection rate and phenotypic profile of patients
As the PCNV/UPD detection rate of 5.9% in ES patients with CMA is much lower than the previously reported 15-20% diagnostic yield by CMA alone, we explored the possibility of ascertainment bias in our cohort due to variables such as patients' clinical features, age, and sex. We annotated a subset (N = 2876) of patients' clinical features using HPO terms and mapped them to the corresponding top-level HPO terms. We stratified these patients into sub-cohorts each of which shared a different number of unique top-level HPO terms. We found a significant effect of the number of top-level HPO terms in a sub-cohort on the PCNV detection rate in these cohorts. The PCNV detection rate ranged from 4.1 to 14.6% (overall 6%) depending on the number of unique top-level HPO terms in a cohort (Fig. 4a) . There was an increase in the PCNV detection rate with an increase in the number of distinct top-level HPO terms for ES patients with CMA at BG; this trend was apparent especially for concurrent ES and CMA (Fig. 4b) . These results are consistent with CNV-positive rate increasing with the syndromic nature of the clinical presentation. We also explored whether certain specific clinical features were more likely to be associated with a molecular diagnosis by CNVs by comparing the PCNV detection rate among patients with different phenotypes. PCNV detection rate significantly increased in cohorts that had abnormalities affecting the cardiovascular system compared to the group that did not include cardiovascular abnormality. Similar results were obtained for cohorts with abnormality in growth, the respiratory system, and the head or neck. However, patients with or without abnormalities in the nervous system had comparable PCNV/UPD detection rate ( Table 6 ).
The vast majority of patients referred for ES were pediatric; only 6.6% (213/3229) of the ES patients with CMA at BG were adults at the time of ES testing. We did not detect any significant difference in ages in the CNV-positive and CNV-negative cohorts (Mann-Whitney test: p = 0.5536). Additionally, we did not detect any significant effect of age or sex contributing to the PCNV detection rate in a sub-cohort of 2876 individuals with HPO terms 
Discussion
Our data demonstrate that CNV/ROH detection by microarrays in ES patients results in a higher diagnostic rate, leading to a more accurate and complete diagnosis. In this cohort of 11,020 ES patients, PCNVs/UPD were detected in 367 patients (3.3%), contributing to the molecular diagnoses in 10.6% of the molecularly diagnosed cased (Table 1) . Our data also demonstrates that CNV identification in ES patients uncovers instances of dual or more molecular diagnoses. Multiple molecular diagnoses associated with blended phenotypes can be a clinical diagnostic conundrum and are being increasingly found with the application of genome-wide technologies [35] . Both PCNVs and SNVs contribute to multiple diagnoses either through multilocus pathogenic variations or through additional recessive conditions caused by a pathogenic deletion in one allele and a SNV in the other allele. As we show in this study, without CNV detection, the 38 patients with multiple diagnoses would most likely obtain a partial diagnosis. From another perspective, the additional diagnoses from SNVs may be missed if ES is not pursued after a PCNV is identified in such patients.
CNV detection also ascertains diagnoses in AR disorders for which an etiological SNV was identified in one allele only (e.g., SNV of one exon and CNV involving other exons of the same gene) [29, 36] , as shown in patient WC5 who had SNV and PCNV involving different exons of the WDR19 gene. In addition, identification of PCNVs also facilitates accurate interpretation of the molecular genetics and transmission of genetics findings related to recessive disorders (e.g., deletion CNV + SNV at a locus versus homozygous SNV), allowing more accurate disease management and recurrence risk counseling. As seen in patients WD6 and WD14, without copy number analysis, a hemizygous SNV in one allele and a deletion in the other allele may be misinterpreted as a homozygous SNV instead of compound hemizygous SNV and heterozygous gross deletion.
Detection of large ROH may contribute to molecular diagnoses in ES. In this study, a diagnosis of UPD disorders was made in 10 patients through detection of large ROH confined to single chromosomes. In addition, SNP data from the microarray might provide supportive evidence of a deletion when the small deletion is not apparent in the QC array analysis as exemplified in the discovery of compound deletion and SNV in the SLC7A7 gene [32] . Moreover, isodisomy may unmask a pathogenic SNV as seen in the 7 patients in this study who had homozygous SNVs in the chromosomes with isodisomy.
The majority of patients referred for ES or CMA are pediatric patients with primarily neurodevelopmental phenotypes. Our HPO term analysis showed similar PCNV/UPD detection rate for patients with or without abnormalities in the nervous system. However, the analysis revealed that PCNV detection rate increases with the increasing number of top-level HPO terms in the patients, suggesting that syndromic phenotypes are more likely to have a PCNV than an isolated phenotype. The HPO term analysis also revealed a significant higher PCNV detection rate for the phenotypes that map to "Abnormality of cardiovascular system" ( Table 6 ). Consistently, high diagnostic yield has been previously reported for microarray testing of patients with congenital heart diseases [37] . In contrast to the relatively high yield from CMA, clinical ES for infants in NICU had a relatively low yield for cardiovascular abnormalities [17] .
The PCNV/UPD detection rate (overall 3.3%, 5.9% for ES with CMA) is apparently lower than the 15-20% diagnostic yield in an earlier meta-analysis and~10% from more recent studies [6, 10, 12] . Several lines of evidence indicate that the PCNV incidence in the ES patients does not reflect the PCNV incidence in CMA patient population. First, patients referred to ES often have had a long-term search for a genetic diagnosis and remained without a diagnosis after a series of genetic testing including microarray analysis [15] . As revealed in this cohort, CMA was done before ES in 60% of ES patients with CMA performed at BG and most of the ES patients without CMA at BG had prior CMA performed outside BG. The patients were referred to ES often after a negative CMA or occasionally when clinical features in the patients cannot be explained by the CMA findings. Second, the detection rate was higher (7.2% vs 4.6%) when CMA was ordered concurrently with ES compared to cases where CMA was performed prior to ES. This also indicates that the patients with pathogenic findings from prior CMA are less likely to be referred to ES. Third, comparing to CMA, a lower frequency of PCNVs associated with a high penetrance syndrome with typical features and less clinical heterogeneity, was observed in this study, which indicates such patients are less likely to be referred to ES. The additional factor contributing to the relatively lower detection rate is related to difference of CNV classification in this study compared with other studies. For example, 15q11.2 BP1-2 duplication was classified a change of unknown significance; however, this duplication is the most frequent PCNV in a clinical CMA study [12] .
What could be the best approach to detect effectively and cost efficiently both SNVs and CNVs in a diagnostic laboratory? The concurrent QC array has lower PCNV detection sensitivity; however, the contribution from the QC array surpasses this limitation, especially considering the QC array is much cheaper than CMA. Alternative approaches include concurrent low coverage (or low-pass) whole-genome sequencing (WGS) or innovation in sequencing platform. Low-coverage whole-genome sequencing (0.25×) can cost efficiently detect > 50 kb CNVs within a short turn-around time [38, 39] . In addition, a combined sequencing platform comprising of focused exome and whole-genome backbone has been developed, which has the potential to detect deletions as small as 23 kb [40] . In general, only large CNVs can be reliably detected by the abovementioned approaches and smaller, especially exonic changes, may be undetected. In this study, 16.8% of CNVs that are < 50 kb would be possibly missed by the above approaches. Currently, clinical CMA using arrays with exonic coverage for disease genes provide the most effective PCNV detection. Detection of exonic deletions or duplications can further significantly improve diagnosis of ES cases since up to 40% of intragenic CNVs can involve just one or two exons within a gene [25] . However, exonic duplications can be particularly challenging to detect [41] . As the first-tier diagnostic test for CNV detection, microarray with probe coverage for all exons within the targeted disease genes may circumvent this challenge [30] . ES and CMA can be done sequentially or concurrently. Performing ES only after a negative CMA testing is cost saving. However, it should be noted that ES is necessary when the CNVs cannot fully explain the patient's clinical phenotype or are associated with reduced/uncertain penetrance, as shown by the finding of 38 dual diagnoses consisting of both CNVs and SNVs in this study, in a previous study on three families with intellectual disability and genomic imbalances [42] and in a case report of atypical Prader-Willi syndrome [43] .
Concurrent CMA and ES provide simultaneous detection of point mutation changes, small indels, and large CNVs. This approach has enabled these tests to provide a molecular diagnosis at a detection rate of 7.2% for PCNVs/UPD and 24.1% for SNVs with CNV/ROH contributing to the diagnoses in 23.6% of the molecularly diagnosed cases (Table 2) . Previous studies also showed that ES with simultaneous CMA yielded a higher diagnostic rate in autism spectrum disorders [44] . This concurrent approach is especially required in time-sensitive situations such as patients in the NICU. Moreover, this approach maximizes the recognition of multiple molecular diagnoses, i.e., pathogenic variation at more than one locus, from CNVs and SNVs since blended phenotypes resulting from dual diagnoses might not be noticeable without a molecular diagnosis [35, 43, 45] . In addition, cross-checking the data from both genome-wide assays allows for precise molecular diagnosis and better clinical care of AR diseases involving both CNVs and SNVs.
Performing CMA and ES sequentially or concurrently optimizes the molecular diagnoses of both CNVs and SNVs. However, the combined use of the two diagnostic methods in the clinical setting is labor intensive and time consuming in addition to the higher costs incurred. With the rapid advances of next-generation sequencing technologies, it is anticipated that WGS data may provide rare SNVs, insertion/deletions (indels < 50 bp), small CNVs, and genomic structural abnormalities. WGS is capable to accurately detect CNVs and also provide position and orientation information [46] , having the potential to be the single test to detect pathogenic variants of all types (SNVs, indels, CNVs) and other genomic aberrations such as chromosomal anomalies (including aneuploidies and UPD). 
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